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China formally announced 40% export quota reduction 
of rare earth elements. 
 
(In 2009, China produced 97% of all rare earth oxides.) 
July 8, 2010 
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COMPOSITE MATERIALS FOR ENERGY AND 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
 





Alan Hurd, Los Alamos National Lab, Nov 8-12 2015 
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§  Critical materials 
§  Tyranny of eκt 
§  Elements in composites research 
§  A sustainable solution for research 
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US GDP Growth Rates:  Poll 
4 
What is a reasonable growth rate for the US economy? 






2013 2014 2015 
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Critical Elements & Materials 
Necessary for current and emerging technologies 
including research and whose supply is at risk  
 
Examples 
§  In   solar cells, energy-efficient displays 
§  Te   solar cells and detectors 
§  Pt   catalysts 
§  Re  superalloys 
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US Department of Energy Criticality 
Assessment 2011 
“Short term 2010-2015” 
But doesn’t research consume too little to worry…? 
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1942: Chicago  
Critical Elements would include… 
§  U (natural) 
§  2H (D2O) 
§  C (highly pure graphite) 
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C (highly pure graphite) 
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The APS-MRS set of  
Energy Critical Elements 
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Energy Critical 
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Exponential growth in 
composites research needs 
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Time in years 
All Composites 
Doubling time:  7.8 years 
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Day 4 
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Allied with the changing security outlooks are increasing tensions 
over resources. Access to key resources—minerals in addition to 
energy—will be vital… 
 
The potential for disputes to grow over seabed rights is particularly 
striking… 
 
Technological advances in the developed world might reduce demand 
 
Much More Rapid Climate Change:  Dramatic and unforeseen 
changes already are occurring at a faster rate than expected 
GT2030:  NEW SOURCES OF FRICTION 
IN A RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED 
WORLD 
--Global Trends 2030, National Intelligence Council, published in 2013 
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publication growth (%/yr) 
“_____   Composite Materials”  
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P = P(0) exp (-kt) 
•  Set global use of 
resource to decline at 
say 2.5% per year 
•  The resource will last 
forever!  
Essentials: 
•  Recycling 
•  Substitution 
